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S E P T E M B E R

Dear Readers of MWITO WA AMANI
News letter,
The aim of this electronic news letter is
to inform our readers and the public at
large of the tremendous peaceful initiatives and achievements made and continue to be made in all the six counties
of Coast region through this unique
interfaith organization. Such success has
come about mainly because the first and
foremost vocation of religious leaders is
being God’s ambassador to others
through our various prayers and service
to mankind.
To our beloved Muslim brothers and
Sisters who just concluded their annual
fast of Ramadhan with the celebration of
the ‘Id ul-Fitr, I wish to congratulate you
for being such a powerful sign of God’s
presence in our midst. In his message to
all Muslims in the world Jean-Louis
Cardinal Tauran recalled the words of
Pope Benedict XVI who said: today
more than ever we need authentic witnesses, and not simple people who parcel out rules and facts---a witness is

someone who first lives the life that
he proposes to others. Happy feast to
you all!
Coast people are known for their
unparalled degree of hospitality to

tion, I call upon my fellow religious leaders
to use their religious institutions and forums
to spread the message of peace even as we
continue engaging with various stakeholders
on how to speed up regional development in
the coast.
We all know that our beloved nation is going
through a transition from the old constitutional order to the new dispensation.
We must never allow people to be divided by
selfish leaders who are simply interested in
manipulating desperate people for their political ends without addressing their real needs.

Kaya Religious leaders during the intrafaith dialogue

visitors from all parts of the world
and the religious pluralistic nature of
the coastal society is just but one of
the unique features of our region. As
we approach the next general elec-

The first edition of MWITO WA AMANI
has come out amidst the tragic news of the
recent violent conflict in Tana River between
the Pokomo and the Orma due to the presumably scarce pastures caused by prolonged
drought. I wish to call upon the two communities to seek sustainable peace through non
violent means in order to overcome the circle
of violence that has claimed lives and destruction of animals and properties already.
CICC leaders are already involved in bringing the two communities to a round table
Cont. On Page 3
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Killing of Sheikh Rogo & burning of churches: What next?
By Fr Wilybard Lagho
Recent deadly riots in Mombasa following the killing of Sheikh Aboud Rogo
and the burning of churches have triggered some fear and suspicions among
the various religious and ethnic communities living in Mombasa County. I
would like to advice the majority peace
loving residents of Mombasa not be
intimidated by a few ‘’religious criminals’’. I trust that for the sake of safeguarding the tranquillity and peaceful
coexistence characteristic of this coastal
City, Mombasa residents can still find
enough faith to unite and isolate such
religious and ethnic extremist.
Peace loving residents should never
succumb to religious fanatics who are
targeting specific places of leisure and
worship with the sole aim of causing
religious conflict. What is holding Mombasa and Coastal communities back from

investing in common and inclusive
ventures that will enhance a common
sense of belonging? I wish to appeal
to every religious and linguistic group
in Kenya and Mombasa in particular
to help their members open their eyes
to see the good in other groups outside their own and use that goodness
as the cornerstones for building one
cohesive nation, Kenya.
What can religious leaders do to
promote trust between the various
communities in Mombasa before
such fears and suspicions reach paranoid levels. Christians and Muslims
can organize joint study forums to
deepen their understanding of the
underlying factors to the rising religious extremism in the coastal region
and beyond. In my view religious
extremist methodology essentially
consists of selective misinterpretation

of key religious concepts like martyrdom,
then using sacred texts and traditions to indoctrinate a few people and finally sending
them out to eliminate their perceived enemies
whom they condemn as sinners.
Religious leader should view religious
extremists as part of their lost sheep and
ensure no harmful pastures to their sheep is
available inside and outside places of worship. The fight against violent religious extremists must go beyond conventional security approach and aim at wining the mind and
hearts of opinion leaders. Its incumbent for
religious leaders thereafter, to encourage inter
cultural dialogue forums as one way of advancing the cohesiveness of the coastal community that looks at our diversity as strength
and not a threat.
The writer is the chair of CICC and consultor of the
pontifical council for interreligious dialogue
(PCID) in Rome.
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CICC holds a Youth Forum on Msa Conflict
By Livingstone Nyando
As part of its mandate CICC was able
to undertake an interfaith youth leaders meeting at Castle Royal Hotel as
way of finding lasting solutions and
causes of the recent conflict in Mombasa following the death of Sheikh
Aboud Rogo. The meeting drew its
participants from young persons of
CICC’s constituent organisations
composed mainly of Muslims and
Christians.

Fr. Wilybard Lahgo
who is the CICC chairman addresses a press
on recent Mombasa
skirmishes

During this meeting we were able to
get an insight of the conflict. What
came out during the meeting was that
Sheikh Rogo’s death was a trigger
that the youths took advantage of to

loot and destroy business
premises. The forum was told
that issues to do with 7youth
unemployment and the drug
menace was responsible to the
three days lawlessness in the
port city.
Most of the issues were structural that required concerted
efforts from all sectors in seeking solutions for the challenges
facing the coastal youth. As
much as religious leaders have
played and will continue playing their part in the call for
peaceful coexistence, more
ground needs to be covered
through coming up with pro-

grammes for young people which will
end up in economic sustainability of
the youths. Historical injustices was
also brought to the fore where it was
felt that the coastal region is yet to
benefit from the resources it produces.
Political hand in the violence was also
not ruled out where the burning of
businesses and worship premises was
a way of putting a political statement.
CICC has however condemned the
violence as a way of addressing grievances calls for dialogue and peaceful
deliberations. The forum came up with
a workplan on how to proactively
address future conflicts.

Empowering Women in Conflict Mitigation

Its upon the Clerics

By Mary Nyambura Mwangi

to use their God

Women in the Coast region of
Kenya have long suffered oppressive cultural practices which
have denied them fundamental
rights to voice out their issues in
the society. This has been as a
result of cultural practices which
do not recognize women in decision making thus denying them a
chance to engage and assert
their needs. In community meetings women in Coast are usually
given back seats, just to be seen

given positions to
advocate for
changes that the
nation requires
- Gloria Likhoyi

and not to be heard as men take lead
even on decisions that affect women.
Through People to People Peace
project (3ps), a project initiated by
CICC and supported by Catholic
Relief Services (CRS), women have
come out strongly to defend their
rights; they have been in the forefront in bridging ethnic and cultural
divides at Likoni epicenter.
Through women groups they have
provided a good platform to nurture
peace amongst women who have
various issues, may it be family vio-

lence, communal or any other form of
violence. 3Ps women have continued
to consult and collaborate with other
community stakeholders to ensure
that attention is given to their needs,
concerns and experiences in peacebuilding process.
Religious leaders have not been left
behind in supporting women initiatives in Likoni. They have been able
to identify and appreciate the
strength of a woman in peace work at
the grassroots.

CICC holds Interreligious Dialogue Forum

CICC officials
and members
of the PSD

As part of realization
of their objective of
promoting Interfaith
Dialogue for Civic
Education,
CICC
conducted a three
days residential consultative and dialogue
forum for representatives of all the major
religions at the Coast

network
engages the
government
security officials on the
Tanariver
Conflict
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region. The forum held at the
Lotus Hotel from 26th to 28th
June 2012 brought together 30
key leaders from all the six
counties to discuss and deliberate on the various recommendations from the counties. In
this forum the religious leaders
were able to come up with
common approaches that they
can use in the community to
ensure peaceful electoral proc-

ess in the upcoming general elections.
One of the key issues they suggested
and agreed to follow come the general
election was that all the leaders will
have to be vetted to ensure only leaders
with integrity got elected. One key
pillar that all the religious leaders echoed during this workshop was that no
leader who is sympathetic to drug
abuse will be allowed to contest the
elections.

Cont on page 5
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Word from the Chairman
Our credibility as faith
leaders coupled with over
ten years experience of
Rev. Anworking together in justice
yenda exand peace initiatives continue to attract new partplaining a
ners who want to collabopoint to the
rate with us in expanding
Chairman
or intensify our programs
within and beyond the
Fr. Lagho
coast region. Through this
inaugural edition I wish to invite readers
from any part of the world who wish to
subscribe to this monthly news letter to
send their names and email addresses to our
chief editor and we promise to send you
updates of the good interfaith work being
accomplished every month by CICC.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank our
CICC staff and especially Livingstone
Nyando for working tirelessly to bring
The CEO

From Page one
. to address the root causes of such
perennial conflicts. Today I am however
making a passionate appeal to the government to view this conflict with the
seriousness it deserves least the residents of Tana River county feel helpless, abandoned and resort to revenge
missions which can only prolong rather
than end the conflict.

about this first edition of MWITO WA
AMANI newsletter and may God bless you
all. Finally I wish to invite religious leaders
from the CICC member organizations to
identify religious scholars who will periodically share relevant religious news and
contribute short messages based on our
respective sacred books, tradition, history
and wisdom from around the globe that will
help our readers overcome religious prejudices, stereotypes and biases and inspire
people to live together as sisters and brothers.
My inaugural message to all our esteemed
readers is that: this news letter is your forum
for sharing the religious breaking news that
inspires peace in the world.
Rev. Fr Wilybard Lagho
CICC Chairman

CICC’s timely response to the Mombasa Conflict
, As part of mitigating this Mombasa
conflict, the Coast Interfaith Council of
Clerics (CICC) undertook a 2 day long
consultative meeting with top religious
leaders in conjunction with National
Cohesion and Integration Commission
(NCIC) at Castle Hotel which culminated to a press conference where religious leaders drawn from all faiths
condemned the murder of Sheikh Aboud
Rogo and other subsequent killings of at
least six people. They also condemned
the attacks carried out by supporters of
the late Sheikh Rogo where proprieties

were looted and churches torched. They
asked the media to exercise due diligence in reporting incidents so as to
ensure they are not responsible for incitement caused by reckless publication
of sensational material. The clerics also
demanded that the government performs
its duty by ensuring that the killers of
Sheikh Rogo are brought to justice.
They finally asked Muslim clerics to use
the Friday prayers to preach peace and
call off demonstrations. Likewise the
Christian clergy were asked to restrain

their faithfuls from engaging in retaliatory
attacks.
It is also impressive that women also were also
able to carry out a press conference in which
they implored to the youths to stop the violence. CICC were also able to come up with
two youth interfaith meeting aimed at curtailing the violence. It is this multi-sectoral approach that was useful in averting further crisis.

‘’Religion has a
unique
and
irreplaceable
capacity to unite
people, going far
beyond
ethnic,
social or political
differences. I am
convinced
that
Religion can be
at the long-term
service of peace
not only towards
the
upcoming
general elections
but
for
generations and
generations
to
come’’…
Precious Dama,
SAFE
Project
Officer

We hope that religious leaders intervention
will help to avert the potential violence that
most of us fear end up worsening the our town.

CICC trains Journalists on Conflict sensitive reporting
Coast Interfaith Council of Clerics
(CICC) was last month able to train
journalists in the Coast region on conflict sensitive reporting ahead of the
coming general election. The Coast
Interfaith Council of Clerics Chief Executive Officer Stephen Anyenda said
the two-day training was aimed at
sharpening the journalists on responsible journalism when reporting conflicts.

CICC in partnership with Media Owners Association and the Association of
Community Radio in Kenya, collaborated with Internews to sensitise journalists on objective and responsible
conflict reporting. The purpose of this
forum was to promote interethnic
peaceful coexistence and tolerance in
preparation for the upcoming elections.
CICC will continue working hand in
hand with media organizations and
professional bodies such as Internews

to provide insight in development and facilitation
of the secession of the
coastal region on the
grounds of marginalization and failure to address
the thorny land issues by
subsequent Kenyan government since independence. The group has also
been linked with a series
of criminal activities.

Journalists being trained at Castle Hotel
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Religious Conflict turns Peaceful
Likoni has suffered perennial
clashes since the advent of multiparty democracy in Kenya. The
outstanding one was in August
1997, where six policemen were
killed when local raiders armed
with traditional weapons and guns
rampaged through the area. A
police station and outpost were
destroyed, along with countless
market stalls and offices. Many
non-local Kenyans were either
killed or maimed, as the raiders
targeted upcountry communities. It
was estimated that ten police officers and thirty-seven raiders were
killed in the clashes.

Top religious leaders
drawn from CICC
reading a press statement on recent conflict in Mombasa

August 2011 threatened to have a
repeat of the same though in reli-

gious line when Muslims youths
clashed with their Christians counterparts by pelting stones to each
other. A Baptist church minister
had clashed with Muslim clerics
who accused his church of making
unwarranted noise through their
loud preaching during a crusade.
The crusade was mounted next to a
Mosque and it ended up interfering
with evening worship of Muslims
since it was during the holy month
of Ramadhan which involved fasting. Fasting is one of the foremost
of the five pillars of Islam, as well
as being among the greatest symbols of Islam. It has many purposes
relating both to Allah and thanksgiving for His bounties.

The Muslim elders had to leave the
mosque and ask the pastor to reduce volume of the speakers as it
interfered with the prayers. The
Christians refused to switch off the
speakers prompting the Muslim
youths to start throwing stones
injuring Christian clerics.
As it threatened to get out of hand
the CICC leaders had to come to
the venue to solve the problem.
After sitting down in a dialogue
meeting that lasted three hours and
in the presence of the provincial
administration, it was successfully
and amicably resolved thanks to
the conflict solving skills that
CICC has impacted on them.

Vote wisely—Bishop Selel urges the youths
We are living on
global time which
requires that we
think globally and
act locally
- Bishop Paul Selel

Report by Livingstone Nyando
Bishop Dr. Rev. Pau Selel who is the
Kwale county CICC Chairman has
blamed coast political leadership for
failing to change the communities
lifestyle. The Bishop said that everyone in Kenya as long as ideology was
concerned was an MRC. The issue
MRC was fighting for was historical
injustices. He said no one can make
you inferior without your permission.
The Bishop told the pensive audience
that as long as communities shied
away from education, it will always
lag behind.
“We need to interrogate our culture
and our teaching and realize that we

Chairman
Lagho and
CEO Anyenda
in a discus-

are living on global time which requires that we think globally and act
locally,” declared the cleric.
He opposed the calls for boycotting of
elections, saying that whether we vote
or not people will always have representatives. An MP does not need
hundreds of thousands to win an election but only a handful. He asked
participants to come up and fight for
elective positions.
Dr. Selel reiterated that the system of
recycling leaders only ended up making people malfunctioned. He called
for unity among young people in
fighting for peace and good governance. He implored the youths to vote
people with caliber and not political

hooligans. He said with the management of
4.2 billion slotted for the Kwale County will
need a sober minded administrator as Governor and not the usual suspects. He called for
the youths to come up with a social contract to
be signed by the contestants for different
positions on what they will do. He said that
what is happening in TanaRiver and Wajir
could easily overflow to other counties if not
arraigned.
The Bishop decried the disconnect that between Elders and youths. On registration
documents, the Bishop asked participants to
come up in large numbers and register both as
voters and Kenyans. He took issue with those
advocating for violence that they will end up
in jail since the bill of rights provided us with
fundamental rights.

Message from the CEO

sion over a
cup of coffee
during a clerics meeting
on Tana river
and Mombasa
crisis.

With the launching of this
newsletter, I am pleased to
express my deep gratitude
to the CICC Publicity and
Editorial team for taking on
this project and for producing such an informative
first issue.
We wish to promote Intra
and Interfaith dialogue with
the main objective of demon-
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strating how these kind of transformative conversations do occur
and people begin to know their
neighbor’s faith and engage in
deeper questions that arise when
these interactions occur.
Our hope is that through the information gathered and shared, we
shall educate ourselves and our
communities on issues that benefit
humanity and we shall be able to
be good stewards to all that our

almighty God has entrusted to us.
I am also pleased to extend a warm
invitation to all readers of this newsletter to become more involved and contribute your suggestions on how we
might enhance the work we are involved in, which is to foster interfaith
learning, friendship, service, and peaceful co-existence. We are eager to collaborate
Rev. Stephen Anyenda
Chief Executive Officer—CICC
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CICC undertakes a Youth Forum in Kwale
and members of
parliament.
The
session was gender
balanced in that it
had about 40 percent
of the women. The
meeting was graced
by Bishop Paul Selel
tending
who is the county
CICC chairman and his Secretary
General
Sheikh
Mwakassimu
Mambo. Also in attendance were
CICC constituency officials. The
outreach was moderated by Sheikh
Abdhalla Juma alias Ngarawa who
is a member of the constituency
CICC committee.
Religious
leaders and
members
of the DPC
after at-

On 27th of August this year, CICC
organized a one day outreach to
youths in Msambweni constituency.
.Most participants were drawn from
community youth bunges which is a
model of parliamentary system.
There were presidents, ministers

The youth outreach programme
brought together over 100 youth
leaders to deliberate on the way
forward in having a peaceful and
fair 2013 elections. The outreach
which was largely successful allowed the diverse participants to
share experiences and propose solutions on how to address the pressing
challenges in having a peaceful
election.
The outreach also aimed at ensuring
that youths and community at large
participates in the devolution process by urging the youth to acquire
ID cards so as to register as voters.

Through its Clerics
the organisatioon is
currently on the
ground promoting
inter-ethnic, inter-

The wanton killings in Tanariver

religious and peace
dialogue which is a
key ingredient in the
recovery process for

Report by Richard Mutinda
Over the last three weeks, killings have
been witnessed in Kilelegwani, Riketa
and Kau Village of Kipini Division,
Tana Delta District, Tana River County.
By the time of writing this article, over
105 deaths had been confirmed among
them 10 police officers. Three villagers
were killed and six injured after Orma
pastoralist attacked Pokomo villages.
The conflict in this area has been recurring especially towards the electioneering period.
The attacks occurred after cattle owned
by the Orma strayed into Pokomo farm-

lands and destroyed crops. The farmers
attacked the herdsmen and slashed some
of their animals. The herdsmen regrouped and attacked a Pokomo village,
killing three villagers.
Towards the end of last month, a massacre which was believed to be a retaliatory attacks occurred where more than
50 people were killed and hundreds of
livestock killed and taken away to unknown destination.
It is from the above background that
Coast Interfaith Council of Clerics Trust
has recognized that there is great need
for reconciliation process to help rebuild

trust and confidence and restore broken
relationships. Through its Clerics the
organisatioon is currently on the ground
promoting inter-ethnic, inter-religious and
peace dialogue which is a key ingredient
in the recovery process for displaced
communities.

displaced
communities.

In the immediate area of conflict, the
primary aim is to ensure access to the
basics for survival: water, sanitation,
food, shelter, and health care and assist
people, who have been displaced, prevent
the spread of conflict, support relief work,
and prepare the communities for reconciliation process.

Interreligious Dialogue
From page 2

The workshop agreed that they will
ensure that chapter six of the constitution will be implemented and
adhered to at all level. The clerics
resolved to use the pulpit to preach
this to their congregants. Also invited as facilitators were officials of
the IEBC who promised to collabo-

rate with the clergy to ensure that
chapter six of the constitution, elections act and political parties act are
followed to the latter. This two days
activity also gave an opportunity to
the religious leaders to share their
experiences during the last 2007/8
electoral crisis.
This forum was moderated by the
CICC board members assisted by
the staff.

CICC team with visiting scholars on interreligious dialogue

WHO IS CICC?

Coast Interfaith Council of cleric is purely a clerical organization whose
membership is drawn from the mainstream religions operating at the Coast
Region of Kenya. It was formed in 2001 and is a faith based trust organization that consists of the following member organizations:

Coast Interfaith Council of Clerics (CICC)
P.O. Box 40466—80100
Mombasa—Kenya
Tel: +254-020-2684192
Office: 0726 752633 Email:
cicc@swiftmombasa.com
CORE VALUES
CICC commits itself to live up to the highest ideals of
good governance practices, Excellency, transparency
and accountability in all her operations.

·Supreme Council of Kenya Muslims( SUPKEM)
·Council of Imams and Preachers of Kenya ( CIPK)
·Hindu Council of Kenya ( HCK)
·The Catholic Church (KEC)
·The National Council of Churches of Kenya ( NCCK)
·The Evangelical Alliance of Kenya ( EAK)
·The Organization of African Instituted Churches ( OAIC)
· Africa Traditional Religions.
VISION
To become a most reputable religious organization for promoting harmonious and peaceful co-existence of the people of Coast Region and beyond.
MISSION
To develop a culture of peaceful co-existence among the people of Coast
region in a dynamic, diversified and multi-religious environment through
interfaith dialogue.

Towards enduring peace and Liberty
Www.cicckenya.org

CICC undertakes Clerics Summit
By Gloria Maria Likhoyi
CICC organized a 2 days summit that
brought together over 70 top religious
leaders from the province to deliberate on
the way forward in dealing with challenges
that threatens peace especially as the General election draws closer. As part of its
activity, CICC convened a Regional Peace
Summit from June 12th to the 13th June
2012 at the Milele Beach Hotel located on
the North Coast of Mombasa City. The
two days event participants were drawn
from all the mainstream religions from all
over the Coast. The focus of the Summit
was to deliberate and discuss a wide array
of peace related issues and concerns with a
view to mapping out concrete resolutions
on finding lasting solutions to the nagging
problems of conflicts. The summit which
was largely successful allowed the diverse
participants to share experiences and propose solutions to address the pressing
challenges of conflict within the region.
The Summit was undertaking of religious
leaders to complement other peace initiatives to foster peace, cohesion and reconciliation ahead of the next general elec-

tions slated for 2013. The regional summit
provided a platform to religious leaders
from all over the coast with a golden opportunity to generate new ideas and insights on conflict mitigation interventions
ahead of the 2013 General Elections. The
summit aimed at enhancing understanding
of devolution and ensuring a peaceful
community participation in the electioneering process. One of the key objectives
was to build consensus on the benefits of

the county government in the new constitutional dispensation. Religious Leaders were
educated on devolution and how they can disseminate this information to their congregants.
The summit also aimed at ensuring that community participates in the devolution process
by: urging the youth to acquire ID cards so as
to register as voters.
The outcome of the summit had the Religious
leaders coming up with a pastoral letter urging
communities to participate in this process. The
pastoral letter was disseminated in form of a
press statement.
It provides a framework that can serve as a
resource in addressing conflicts by the clerics.
CICC Trust therefore wishes to note that it is
greatly indebted to Summit presenters for the
elaborate presentations they made as well as
the participants and their affiliate organizations
for the perceptive analyses they offered. The
organisation gives special thanks to Act!
(formerly PACT Kenya) and Uraia for their
financial and technical support that led to the
success of the Summit.

Women sending peace messages

